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Level 5 (Purple)
6 Dundees = Bronze Award 12 Dundees = Silver Award 18 Dundees = Gold Award 5

Level 4 (Lavender)
6 Dundees = Bronze Award 12 Dundees = Silver Award 18 Dundees = Gold Award 4

Level 3 (Blue)
6 Dundees = Bronze Award 12 Dundees = Silver Award 18 Dundees = Gold Award 3

Level 2 (Aqua)
6 Dundees = Bronze Award 12 Dundees = Silver Award 18 Dundees = Gold Award 2

Level 1 (Green)
6 Dundees = Bronze Award 12 Dundees = Silver Award 18 Dundees = Gold Award 1
All students start on Green Level

Yellow Level
Behaviour Point System: Mainstream 80 points Support Unit 60 points

Orange Level
Behaviour Point System: Mainstream 60 points Support Unit 60 points

Red Level
Behaviour Point System: Mainstream 40 points Support Unit 60 points

White Level
Short Suspension
(See Department Suspension Guidelines)

If a student is placed on yellow level they lose one position previously achieved

2 Referrals in 5 consecutive school days or
3 Referrals in 10 consecutive school days